Paper No. CB(2)1160/98-99(01)
Administration's Response to
Concerns raised by Members
of the Bills Committee on District Councils Bill
on 21 January 1999
C1

The Administration to provide information regarding the occupation and
political affiliation of the Provisional District Board members newly appointed in
July 1997.

A1

A total of 97 Provisional District Board members were newly appointed in July 1997.
Statistics on their occupation are provided at Appendix I. With regard to their
political affiliation, we have pointed out in A10(b) of our earlier response to the Bills
Committee's concern raised at the meeting held on 11 January 1999 that the
Administration does not have accurate and complete records as such and that we are
unable to provide the information in this respect.

C2

The Administration to consider whether difference exist between the English &
Chinese interpretation of "ordinary election"（一般選舉）and whether it is
necessary to use 'first elected members of District Councils' as a distinction.

A2

The Department of Justice is of the view that both the English and Chinese versions of
the definition for ordinary election（一般選舉）are consistent and have no problem.
The use of 'first elected members of District Councils' is for distinguishing the first
election from elections of other successive terms. This helps to define the definition of
'ordinary election'一般選舉 more clearly and there is such a need as well because
only certain provisions (such as clause 30) is applicable to the first ordinary election.
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C3

The Administration to consider simplifying the Chinese version of clause 27(4)
regarding the Chief Executive to specify dates for holding ordinary elections.

A3

The Department of Justice is of the view that the Chinese version of clause 27(4) as
drafted provides a clear meaning. Furthermore, it is drafted with reference to the
Chinese version of section 5(2) of the Legislative Council Ordinance.

C4

The Administration to review the appropriateness of clause 28(5) regarding the
mechanism that an elector may not be prevented from voting in election only
because the elector's name should not have been included in the existing final
register.

A4

The purpose of clause 28(5) is to ensure that definite recognition is given to the
register of electors or otherwise, it may give rise to problems. For example, when an
electoral officer receives complaint elector is not eligible to vote (such as due to a
person's change of address) it will take time for the officer to look into the validity of
the complaint, and it is more appropriate to let the elector vote at the election so as not
to cause holding up. In fact, clause 28(7) has clarified that although the elector is
eligible to vote, it does not affect the person's liability to be charged with and
convicted of an offence relating to voting at the election if the person is fully aware
that he/she is actually not eligible. Furthermore, in the case of election petition, the
Court will consider such kind of complaint and make a determination.
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